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NO	ACCOUNT	–	NO	PROBLEM	–	we	accept	Visa	or	Mastercard

Fire alarm cable. 100 metre reels.
  Order Ref.
1.5mm,  2 core + e, red C 470
1.5mm,  4 core + e, red C 471

Larger conductor sizes and higher core count available - p.o.a.

Fire alarm cables
Enhanced fire cables available P.O.A.
1.5mm and 2.5mm, 2 core+ earth and 4core+ earth
Fire cable also available on longer reel lengths up to 500 metres

Retractable Leads – curly leads extending up to 6 times closed length, depending
on outer sheath material.
  Order Ref
3 core 0.75mm, 400mm closed length X 012
8 core 0.75mm, 1.2 metre closed length X 013

Many other core sizes and conductor combinations available to special order.

PLEASE REMEMBER - we are constantly reviewing our stock holding policy and increasing our 
range of cables supplied from stock. It is impossible to list here all the types of cable which we 
have access to.

However the following list will give you an idea of the types of cable which have been supplied 
over the last 12 months by E&J in addition to those  detailed in this catalogue:

                                                  Control flexes - YY, CY, SY

                                                  Arctic Grade mains flex

                                                  EPR/CSP mains flex

                                                  Armoured multicore to BS 6346

                                                  Automotive cables

                                                  0361 Welding cable
             
                                                  Coil End Lead

                                                  BS 5308 Instrumentation cables

                                                  Microphone & audio cables

                                                  Thermocouple extension & compensating cable

                                                  Silicone insulated wires

                                                  Custom built cables to customer’s own specification

The message is simple - if you have a cable requirement, give E&J a call.  You will be 
assured of friendly service at all times.
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Fire alarm cable. 100 metre reels.

Order Ref. Order Ref. Order Ref.

1.5mm,  2 core + e, red C 0982      clips 50/pack    F 029B       glands   10/pack      F 030

1.5mm,  4 core + e, red    C 0984      clips 50/pack   F 029C       glands   10/pack   F 030B

Shrouds to suit above cables         10/pack                   A 065         LSF, 10/pack           A 066

Larger conductor sizes and higher core count available - p.o.a.

PLEASE REMEMBER - we are constantly reviewing our stock holding policy and increasing our
range of cables supplied from stock. It is impossible to list here all the types of cable which we
have access to.

However the following list will give you an idea of the types of cable which have been supplied
over the last 12 months by CTS in addition to those  detailed in this catalogue:

Control flexes - YY, CY, SY

Arctic Grade mains flex

EPR/CSP mains flex

Armoured multicore to BS 6346

Automotive cables

0361 Welding cable

Coil End Lead

BS 5308 Instrumentation cables

Microphone & audio cables

Thermocouple extension & compensating cable

Silicone insulated wires

Custom built cables to customer’s own specification

The message is simple - if you have a cable requirement, give CTS a call.  You will be assured
of friendly service at all times.

MAKING CABLES OUR BUSINESS


